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Abstract
Standard models of hierarchy assume that agents and middle managers are better informed than
principals. We estimate the value of the informational advantage held by supervisors—middle
managers—when ministerial leadership—the principal—introduced a new monitoring technology
aimed at improving the performance of agricultural extension agents (AEAs) in rural Paraguay. Our
approach employs a novel experimental design that elicited treatment-priority rankings from supervisors before randomization of treatment. We find that supervisors have valuable information—they
prioritize AEAs who would be more responsive to the monitoring treatment. We develop a model of
monitoring under different scales of treatment roll-out and different treatment allocation rules. We
semi-parametrically estimate marginal treatment effects (MTEs) to demonstrate that the value of information and the benefits to decentralizing treatment decisions depend crucially on the sophistication
of the principal and on the scale of roll-out.
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Introduction

In standard models of decentralization, principals delegate decision-making authority to agents in order
to take advantage of their superior information (Acemoglu et al., 2007; Aghion and Tirole, 1997; Bloom
et al., 2012; Dessein, 2002; Mookherjee, 2006). However, agents may offset some of those gains in
pursuit of their own objectives, and principals could potentially acquire some of the agents’ information
and improve decision-making without relinquishing control.
A government rolling out a new technology to its front-line service providers faces these trade-offs. In
2014, the government of Paraguay distributed GPS-enabled cell phones to agricultural extension agents
(AEAs) and their supervisors. AEAs support farmers by providing, among other things, information
about prices and demonstrating best farming practices. The central government hypothesized that the
cell phones would allow supervisors to track their AEAs across space and mitigate AEA shirking. As the
government had limited resources to pay for phones, questions emerged as to whether supervisors might
know which AEAs to treat and which to exclude in order to maximize impact.
We conducted an impact evaluation of the technology, but the question of whether supervisors would
assign phones well could not be answered through a standard randomized evaluation. We elicited from
supervisors their preference about which AEAs to treat, before assigning phones (still) at random. This
novel feature of our experiment allows us to compare treatment effects for AEAs who would have been
selected by supervisors in a decentralized roll-out against those who would not have been. If supervisors
have and make use of valuable information, supervisor-selected AEAs should respond more to treatment.
Properly assessing the value of decentralized information requires answering two additional questions.
First, how much of that information does the principal already have? Second, what is (and what should
be) the program scale? If the state will treat everyone, the supervisor’s information is not useful. In
addition, if the state is not able to target AEAs and the average cost of treatment exceeds the average
benefit, it may be better for the state to forgo the program altogether. But in this case, decentralized selective targeting may render the program valuable. If the program yields heterogenous treatment effects,
decentralized information, and the program itself, will be valuable if only those recipients are targeted
for whom the treatment response is higher than its cost.
We answer these questions by estimating models that connect treatment effects to observable characteristics of AEAs that the state may observe, as well as characteristics that are unobservable to us and the
state that drive supervisor selections. Because of our unique design de-linking supervisor selection of
AEAs and treatment assignment, we can identify the correlation between unobservables and treatment
effects. Thus, we decompose the supervisor’s informational advantage in terms of observables and un-
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observables. We then apply the schedule of marginal treatment effects (MTEs) implied by the models
to interpolate counterfactual effects under different scales of roll-out. We do this both for the case of
supervisor assignment and for centralized approaches that target AEAs based on varying amounts of information. We then determine whether wise use of information on observables can bridge the information
gap between supervisors and the centralized state.
Findings We begin by addressing the standard impact evaluation question: does the new monitoring
technology reduce shirking? We find that randomly assigned cell phones have a sizable effect on AEA
performance, increasing the share of farmers visited in the previous week by an average of 6 percentage
points (pp). This represents a 22 percent increase over the AEAs in the control group. We find no
evidence that treated AEAs increased the number of visits at the cost of conducting shorter ones. Cell
phones also improve farmer satisfaction with their AEAs by 0.13 standard deviations.
We then evaluate whether supervisors have valuable information about which AEAs to target. We find
that supervisor-selected AEAs respond more to increased monitoring, entirely driving the average increase. Among supervisor-selected AEAs, treatment increased the likelihood that a farmer was visited in
the past week by 15.4 pp compared to a statistically insignificant decrease of 3.6 pp among those who
were not selected. This finding corroborates the notion that going down the hierarchy from the top program officers to local supervisors could allow organizations to leverage valuable, dispersed knowledge
about how best to allocate resources.1
What underlies the informational advantage of supervisors? Having collected a rich dataset on the AEAs
that includes information on both cognitive and non-cognitive traits, we decompose the value of information into parts reflecting observable and unobservable AEA traits. We estimate our model via a two-step
procedure in the spirit of a sample selection approach. We find that commonly observed demographic
traits (e.g., sex) and harder-to-measure characteristics such as cognitive ability and personality type do a
poor job of explaining supervisors’ selection decisions. We conclude that supervisors have valuable information above and beyond observable characteristics of AEAs that a central authority could reasonably
collect.
We then apply the model estimates to trace out effects under different roll-out scales and assignment
schemes. Several conclusions emerge from our exercise. First, the value of supervisor information is
substantial relative to a regime in which the principal simply allocates phones at random. The optimal
roll-out under decentralization is 75 percent, while the largest impact gap between decentralized and random allocation of phones occurs at 53 percent roll-out. At a roll-out of 75 percent, supervisor assignment
1 We exploit our experimental design to investigate the possibility of spillovers and of supervisors differentially monitoring

selected AEAs, and find no evidence of either effect.
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increases farmer visits by 7.7 pp, compared to an increase of 4.8 pp under random assignment. However,
prediction exercises based purely on observables allow the state to match or even beat the supervisor
selections. Under our most sophisticated centralized approach, in which the principal can target treatment based on an experiment revealing the connection between observable characteristics and response
to treatment, the optimal roll-out rate is 70 percent, raising farmer visits by 9 pp. Because MTEs are
negative for some AEAs, the optimal roll-out rate under (non-random) centralized and decentralized approaches is below 100 percent. Maximizing aggregate treatment effects also saves on treatment costs
relative to universal coverage.
Related literature Despite much theoretical progress incorporating the idea that agents hold valuable
information, direct empirical evidence of this idea remains elusive. One exception is Duflo et al. (2018)
who find that increased random regulatory scrutiny did not significantly reduce pollution relative to less
frequent but discretionary audits by inspectors in India. Our study complements theirs in various ways.
Our design experimentally identifies the decentralized counterfactual without relying on functional form
assumptions. Also, we allow the appeal of decentralization to depend both on supervisors’ informational
advantage and on their potential preference biases.
The problem of how best to deploy monitoring technology is similar to the problem of how best to
target social programs. In the targeting literature, several studies have shown that local officials rely on
local information but may be politically motivated (Bardhan et al., 2018) or use alternative definitions of
poverty when defining who is poor (Alatas et al., 2012; Alderman, 2002; Galasso and Ravallion, 2005).
Those individuals who will benefit most from a particular intervention are not necessarily the poorest,
and local officials may want to target individuals with the highest returns (Basurto et al., 2019; Hussam
et al., 2017). The design of our experiment allows us to complement this literature in two substantive
ways. By divorcing the estimation of treatment effects from selection into treatment, we are able to
show experimentally that local agents have useful information about how best to target an intervention.
Moreover, we show how different selection rules can achieve different aggregate treatment effects that
affect the calculus of how much to scale up the program and whether to decentralize its implementation.
Our study has parallels to the literature on the use of MTEs to construct policy-relevant counterfactuals
(Heckman and Vytlacil, 2005). As in the MTE literature, we express the supervisor’s problem of how
to prioritize AEAs for treatment as a joint model of potential outcomes and selection as determined
by a latent index. Crucially, in our setting treatment is not contingent on selection—AEAs who were
randomized into treatment were treated regardless of supervisor selection. Thus, when we compute the
MTEs, we do not have to extrapolate to subgroups of “always-takers” and “never-takers” because we
only have compliers by design. In this respect, our approach implements a variant of the selective trial
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designs proposed by Chassang et al. (2012).2
Finally, our study adds to a growing body of experimental evidence on the impact of new monitoring
technologies in the public sector. Similar to our setting, some of these studies involve weak or no explicit
financial incentives (see Aker and Ksoll (2019) on teacher monitoring and Callen et al. (2018) on health
inspectors). Other studies overlaid financial incentives affecting front-line providers such as teachers,
health workers, police, and tax collectors (Banerjee et al., 2008; Dhaliwal and Hanna, 2017; Khan et al.,
2016). We contribute to this literature by showing that a new monitoring technology can reduce shirking
among agricultural extension agents, despite the absence of associated financial incentives.
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Background

We worked with Dirección de Extensión Agraria (DEAg), the arm of the Paraguay Ministry of Agriculture responsible for overseeing national extension programs. The agency is organized into 19 regional
centers, which are in turn composed of 182 municipal Agencias Locales de Asistencia Técnica (ALATs).
Each ALAT is comprised of a supervisor and other AEAs. Each AEA works with approximately 80 farmers. Supervisors work with their own farmers and also monitor the other AEAs working in the ALAT.
Henceforth, we reserve the label of ‘AEA’ for the non-supervisory agents who work purely in extension
work. There are roughly 200 AEAs in DEAg.
Extension services help farmers access services that increase agricultural output, both for personal consumption and sale to market. They provide assistance accross six official themes: soil improvement, food
security, product diversification, marketing, improving quality of life, and institutional strengthening. To
that end, AEAs do not usually offer free goods or services to farmers. Much of what they do is connect
farmers with cooperatives, private enterprises, and specialists. AEAs also hold group meetings to lead
demonstrations and organize farmer field trips. Nonetheless, most of their daily work involves driving
away from the ALAT headquarters in towns to rural areas to make house calls. They use the farm visits
to diagnose and address farmer-specific agricultural problems.
In June 2014, the Ministries of Planning and Agriculture coordinated to provide AEAs with GPS-enabled
cell phones. This initiative had several objectives. The first was to improve coordination and communication within ALATs. For example, AEAs could use the phone to photograph diseased crops, circulate
photos with their supervisors, and get advice for the farmer from a specialist. But crucially, supervisors
2 In

that paper, the authors recast randomized control trials into a principal-agent problem. They show theoretically how
one can recover the MTEs necessary to forecast alternative treatment assignments by eliciting subjects’ willingness to pay for
treatment. Instead of eliciting the willingness to pay of AEAs, we elicit the targeting priorities of the supervisor.
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could use the phones to monitor where AEAs were at all times, how long they spent in each place, and
what they did there (since the AEA was supposed to document all their meetings).
All AEAs already owned their own personal cell phones, but they could use the government-provided
phones for work-related calls or messages for free. The phones were not fancy or special, and AEAs
were not necessarily keen on getting them. However, they also did not complain when assigned a phone
or when their colleagues received one.
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Model

Consider a hierarchy consisting of a principal (i.e., ministerial leadership), a supervisor, and a population
of agents (i.e., AEAs). The supervisor is responsible for monitoring the agents. We explore how a new
technology alters monitoring, and whether the principal can obtain better results by relying on supervisors
to decide which agents to target with the technology.
Agents and monitoring Each agent i caters to a unit mass of farmers, and chooses an effort level that
directly determines the share si ∈ [0, 1] of farmers he visits: si (qi ) = qi ρi + µi , where qi ∈ [0, 1] denotes
the level of monitoring, ρi denotes the agent’s responsiveness to monitoring, and µi denotes baseline
effort. There is no performance pay—effort si is non-contractible.3 The parameter ρi captures both the
agent’s distaste for being reprimanded when caught not visiting farmers (which tends to make ρi positive,
raising effort) and any resentment for being monitored (which tends to make ρi negative, lowering effort).
We allow ρi to be negative, as we and de Rochambeau (2017) find to be true for some agents empirically.
The share of farmers visited (si ) must be in the unit interval, but otherwise the joint distribution of ρi and
µi is unrestricted.4
New technology and treatment effects Agent i faces monitoring qi = ql + ti ∆q, where ql is a status quo
level of monitoring (normalized to zero for simplicity), ti = 1 if agent i is treated with the new technology,
and zero otherwise, and ∆q > 0 is additional monitoring under treatment. Then, effort is„
si = µi + ti ρi ∆q = µi + ti βi .

(1)

If placed under treatment, agent i changes his effort by βi . We assume that the change in monitoring
3 In

a previous version of the paper (available upon request), we formally derive si as the solution to an optimization
problem for an agent who desires to avoid being caught shirking, and relate the emerging parameters ρi and µi to underlying
parameters reflecting agent motivation. The model can be extended to consider endogenous monitoring effort by supervisors.
4 We do not assume any particular correlation between ρ and µ . The possibility that the state can indirectly learn about
i
i
who is responsive to monitoring (ρi ) through who is shirking at baseline (µi ) is an empirical question, which our design allows
us to explore.
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(∆q) is the same across all AEAs, and all variation in β comes from differences in responsiveness to
monitoring (ρ), which is distributed according to F(·).5 While agents may differ across both µ and ρ, we
focus on ρ as the relevant dimension of agent heterogeneity because it drives heterogeneous treatment
effects. We refer to different levels of ρ as “types.”
R

We denote the roll-out scale of the intervention by m. The Average Treatment Effect (ATE) is ρ β f (ρ)dρ
where f (·) denotes the marginal distribution of ρ. The total treatment impact from targeting a random
R
share m of the population is m ρ β f (ρ)dρ. The increasing solid line in panel (a) of Figure 1 plots total
impact as a function of roll-out scale for a technology assigned at random with a positive ATE.6
Three theoretical remarks will guide three distinct blocks of our empirics.
Remark 1. Suppose m = 1 or that agents are selected at random. The total (and average) treatment
impact is positive if and only if, given ∆q > 0, the density f (·) places enough weight on positive types.
Thus, a standard impact evaluation comparing average treatment effects between treated and control
agents jointly tests that the new monitoring technology increases monitoring intensity (∆q > 0) and that
f (·) places enough weight on positive types. In terms of panel (a) of Figure 1, a typical impact evaluation
tests for a positive slope of the impact line under random assignment.
The next two remarks pertain to two stark scenarios capturing centralization and decentralization. Suppose that under centralization the principal knows the average effect of the technology, but does not
know the underlying agent types. For any given roll-out rate m, the principal can do no better than to
select agents at random. In contrast, suppose that under decentralization supervisors can observe agent
types and prioritize the highest types for treatment.7 The total impact from treating a measure m of high

R
est types is ρ β 1 ρ > F −1 (1 − m) f (ρ)dρ, shown by the dashed arc in panel (a) of Figure 1. MTEs,
given by the slope of the arc, are initially highest and decrease progressively as the roll-out scale increases
and lower types become treated as well. Total treatment impact from supervisor selection and random assignment coincide for m = 0 (nobody is treated and impact is zero) and for m = 1 (everyone is treated and


there is no advantage of prioritizing high types for treatment). Because E β |ρ > F −1 (1 − m) > E [β ],
it naturally follows that:
Remark 2. If supervisors know agents’ types and assign treatment to maximize visits to farmers, the
average treatment impact on agents selected by supervisors will be higher than on agents selected at
5 This

assumption is for simplicity. Alternatively, we could let the variation in β be driven by variation in both ρ and ∆q.
Our empirical approach allows this.
6 Our definition of the total treatment effect abstracts from spillovers across agents. These effects could be modeled, but
we do not find evidence of spillover effects as we report below.
7 In our empirical implementation we let supervisors be less than perfectly informed, and not necessarily benevolent. We
will also consider scenarios where the center has some information about agents.
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random, and on agents who were not selected by supervisors.
The typical concern with decentralization is that supervisors may not select agents according to responsiveness to monitoring (ρ). They may only observe ρ with noise or pursue their own objectives, partly
or completely undoing their informational advantage. Nonetheless, they may still outperform random
assignment if they have a net informational advantage (i.e., they are not too biased). An experiment like
ours that compares the effects of treatment on agents that would have been selected by a supervisor with
those who would not have been selected tells us whether supervisors have a net informational advantage.
We stated that the value of decentralization vanishes when m is very high or very low. Decentralization
yields value in two ways when choosing roll-out. First, there are programs that would be valuable under centralization, but are even more valuable if decentralization allows to optimize the roll-out scale.
Second, decentralization may make programs valuable that would not be valuable under centralization.
To illustrate the first case, assume treating an agent costs a constant amount c, so the total cost of the
intervention is mc, as shown in panel (a) of Figure 1. Since the ATE exceeds the average cost c, the best
centralized scale is 100%. The best decentralized choice attains higher total value at a lower scale m∗ , by
treating only those types for whom the MTE (weakly) exceeds c. To illustrate the second case, consider
panel (b) of Figure 1, where the ATE is smaller than the marginal cost of treatment c0 . Under centralized
randomized assignment the best roll-out scale is zero –the program is not viable under centralization. But
the program is viable at the best decentralized scale of m0 > 0, attained by treating all types for whom the
MTE (weakly) exceeds c0 .
Remark 3. In order to identify the optimal roll-out scale and the value of decentralization, it is necessary
to estimate the schedule of marginal treatment effects across agent types.
In the next section, we describe how we estimate the gains from decentralization at all levels of roll-out.
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Research Design

Our experiment was conducted in 180 local technical assistance agencies (ALATs, Agencia Local de
Asistencia Técnica). All ALATs have a supervisor. There are 46 “large” ALATs that in addition to the
supervisor have at least 2 permanent AEAs. On average, these large ALATs have 3.5 AEAs.
Figure 2 presents the research design, with large ALATs on the left. Before conducting the randomization,
we asked the supervisor of each large ALAT to indicate which half of her AEAs should receive phones
given the program’s objective to increase AEA performance.8 We refer to these AEAs as “selected.”
8 The

script explained that the ministry was studying whether GPS-enabled cell phones might be a way to strengthen
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AEAs were not told that their supervisor was asked to make such a decision and were not told who was
selected. The selected and non-selected are designated by the two rows in Figure 2.
After the supervisors selected AEAs, the large ALATs were randomly divided into three groups, designated by the three columns in Figure 2. The first group of ALATs were assigned to control (cells A and
C). There were two waves of phone roll-out (followed by two rounds of phone surveys of farmers) and
the AEAs and supervisors in the control condition did not receive phones in either wave. In the second
group of ALATs, the 100% group (cells B and D), all AEAs and their supervisors received phones in the
first wave. The AEAs in cells A through D constitute the main sample for our analysis. A third group of
large ALATs were randomized into the 50% condition. In that group, the selected AEAs and all supervisors received a phone in the first wave (cell E). AEAs who were not selected by a supervisor received a
phone in the second wave (cell F).
There are 134 additional “small” ALATs in which no selection by supervisors took place. Of these, 66
have a single permanent AEA. In addition to the supervisor. In these ALATs, the AEAs were randomized
to receive a phone in wave 1, wave 2, or not at all. The supervisor received the phone in the same
wave as the first AEA did.9 The other 68 ALATs had a supervisor but no AEAs. In the very small
ALATs, the supervisors were randomized to receive a phone in wave 1, wave 2, or not at all. Though this
randomization occurred jointly, our analysis (other than one robustness check) focuses on the AEAs and
excludes these supervisors.
Theory predicts AEA effort to be si = µi + βiti . We allow baseline productivity µi and responsiveness to
treatment βi to depend on AEA characteristics Xi and on respective independent residuals ε and η, so µi =
µi (Xi , εi ) and βi = βi (Xi , ηi ). Assuming linearity, effort can be written as si = µ 0 Xi + εi + (β 0 Xi + ηi )ti .
Average treatment effects (ATE) Denote with E[βi ] = β0 the ATE of cell phones on effort, and with
ei ≡ εi − β0 + βiti the empirical error, to obtain the estimating equation
si = µ 0 Xi + β0ti + ei .

(2)

The ATE parameter β0 is identified in our main sample by comparing s∗i (measured by visits to farmers
during the previous week) for AEAs in the 100% treatment ALATs (cells B and D) with the measure for
extension services. The script stated that, for budgetary reasons, the ministry would not be able to give phones to all AEAs, so
they wanted to know the supervisor’s assessment. The script included the statement ”It is likely that the ministry will use this
information to assign the phones, but for organizational reasons we cannot guarantee that.” The representative then asked: "As
I mentioned, the goal of giving phones to AEAs is to increase the effort they put into their work as much as possible. Please
tell me, which of the AEAs with whom you work do you recommend be selected to receive a phone as soon as possible?
Please choose half of the AEAs in your ALAT."
9 Some small ALATs have more than one AEA if they have AEAs on temporary contracts.
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those in control ALATs (cells A and C).10
Do supervisors select well? Denote the ATE conditional on selection with E[βi |Di ] = β0 + β1 Di , where
the dummy Di equals 1 for AEAs who are selected by the supervisor. Our estimating equation becomes
si = µ 0 Xi + β0ti + β1 Diti + ei .

(3)

If supervisor selection leads to superior outcomes compared to random assignment, then β1 will be positive, aligning with Remark 2 in the theory. The parameter β1 is identified in our main sample by comparing the difference in visits between selected AEAs in the 100% treatment vs. control group (cells
B minus A) net of the difference between non-selected AEAs in the 100% treatment vs. control group
(cells D minus C). Treatment is randomly assigned unconditional on supervisor selection, and therefore
consistent estimates for µ, β0 , and β1 can be obtained via ordinary least squares.
A framework to decompose supervisor selections and estimate MTEs We extend our theory to consider supervisors who are neither fully benevolent nor perfectly informed about treatment effects. Denote
the value that the supervisor assigns to treating AEA i by
vi = β 0 Xi + ηi + ψ 0 Xi + ζi ,
which includes treatment responsiveness βi = β 0 Xi + ηi but also idiosyncratic (i.e., non-benevolent) supervisor preferences ψ 0 Xi + ζi . The supervisor’s preferences reflect characteristics of the AEA that are
potentially observable to the analyst (Xi ) and others that are not (ζi ).
We assume the supervisor observes covariates available to us Xi and her own preference term ζi , but does
not directly observe ηi . Instead, the supervisor observes a signal θi = ηi + ξi , where ξi is uncorrelated
noise. This implies that the supervisor is only partially informed about the responsiveness of AEAs.
Thus, the supervisor maximizes her expected utility by selecting the AEAs that have the highest expected
value. We can describe this decision rule as supervisors selecting all AEAs above some unobserved
threshold, Di = 1 [E [vi |Xi , θi , ζi ] > c]. We combine terms and define Γ ≡ β + ψ and ui ≡ E [ηi |Xi , θi , ζi ] +
ζi . Normalizing the threshold c = 0 without loss, we write the supervisor selection rule in its “reduced
form” as Di = 1 [Γ0 Xi + u > 0].
We have modeled the AEA selection criterion of a supervisor who is neither fully benevolent nor perfectly
10 We

can expand our sample to include AEAs in small ALATs. AEAs in small ALATs who received a phone in wave 1 are
considered treated in both the first and second round of farmer surveys, AEAs who received a phone in wave 2 are considered
untreated in the first round and treated in the second round, and AEAs who never received a phone are always considered
untreated.
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informed. To make further progress, we assume (η, ζ , ξ ) are normally distributed. This assumption
has two consequences. First, the supervisor selection rule takes the form of a probit regression. Second, the assumptions yield a simple expression for the covariance between unobservable determinants
ση2
2 11
of supervisor decisions and unobservable determinants of treatment effects: Cov (u, η) = σ 2 +σ
2 ση .
η

The structure we have imposed allows us to write E [ηi |Xi , Di ] =

φ

σu

−Γ0 Xi
σu

ση2 ση2
λ
ση2 +σξ2 σu2

ξ

(Xi , Di ) where λ (Xi , Di ) ≡



 0  .12
−Γ X
Di −Φ σu i

This expression says that the supervisor’s expected value of the unobservables driv-

ing AEA treatment response can be estimated as a function of the inverse Mills ratio λ (Xi , Di ), itself a
function of AEA observables and an indicator for supervisor selection.
Substituting for E [ηi |Xi , Di ] yields expected AEA performance:
ση2
λ (Xi , Di )ti .
E [si |Xi , Di ,ti ] = µ Xi + β Xiti + E [εi |Xi , Di ] + 2
ση + σξ2 σu2
0

ση2

0

(4)

We estimate Γ using a probit regression and then plug the parameters into the expression for the Mills
ratio λ (Xi , Di ). We can then use λ (·) as a regressor in the specification in equation (4). The coefficient
on the interaction of the inverse mills ratio and treatment is identified because our design disconnects
selection with treatment.13
If supervisors hold valuable information about the AEAs’ responsiveness to treatment based on AEA
characteristics that are unobservable to the analyst, then the coefficient on λ (Xi , Di ) will be positive and
significant. The effect of observable elements is captured by β . From these we can decompose the
supervisor’s decision into the contribution of (treatment-response-relevant) observable vs unobservable
elements.
σ2

11 Joint

η
normality yields E [ηi |Xi , θi , ζi ] = σ 2 +σ
2 θ , and since ui = E [ηi |Xi , θi , ζi ] + ζi , independence allows us to write
η
ξ


ση2
ση2
2
Cov (u, η) = Cov σ 2 +σ
= σ 2 +σ
2 θ +ζ,η
2 ση .
η

η

ξ

ξ

12 The

law of iterated expectations
allows us to

 write E [ηi |Xi , Di ] = E [E [ηi |Xi , Di , ui ] |Xi , Di ], and the joint normality of
ση2 ση2
ση2 ση2
(η, u) implies E [ηi |Xi , Di ] = E σ 2 +σ 2 σ 2 u|Xi , Di = σ 2 +σ
2 σ 2 E [ui |Xi , Di ]. The properties of truncated normal distributions
η

−Γ0 Xi
φ
σu
 0 
u
−Γ X
Di −Φ σu i



yield E (ui |Xi , Di ) = σ

ξ

u

η

ξ

u



≡ λ (Xi , Di ) and we obtain the expression E [ηi |Xi , Di ] =

13 Equation

ση2 ση2
λ
ση2 +σξ2 σu2

(Xi , Di ).

(4) shares the same functional form as the “Heckit” selection model. In most settings where the Heckit is
applied, the treated are also the selected. In our context, instead, treatment ti is independently and randomly assigned, and not
equal to selection Di . Thus, we neither have censored potential outcomes nor always-takers and never-takers. We have both
a randomized experiment with full compliance and also information about supervisor preferences, allowing us to estimate
treatment effects along the full distribution of ηi without relying on extrapolation.
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Once λ (Xi , Di ) and the model in (4) have been estimated, it is possible to obtain predictions of treatment
effects for AEAs across the support of observables, distinguishing between the contribution of observables and the (expected) unobservables. We can then estimate MTEs for roll-out rates that cover any
desired fraction of AEAs, as required by Remark 3 in the theory section.
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Data

We collected two main sources of data. The first is a pen and paper survey of AEAs and supervisors
that they filled out independently. The survey contains questions regarding the AEAs’ demographics, the
digit span test measuring cognitive ability, and the Big-5 personality trait inventory. We combine this
inventory into stability and plasticity. Stability captures the tendency to be emotionally stable, motivated,
and organized and has been found to predict earnings and job attainment. Plasticity is a measure of a
person’s gregariousness and openness to new experiences. These two meta-traits tend to account for
much of the shared variance among the lower order dimensions (DeYoung, 2006). The second source
of data is two rounds of farmer phone surveys; one round conducted after each wave of phones was
distributed. We called farmers who were beneficiaries of the AEAs and asked questions about their
interactions with the AEAs such as how often they saw the AEA and how satisfied they were with their
work.
Our main outcomes of interest are these interactions between the AEAs and their beneficiaries. Our preanalysis plan (written in July of 2014) additionally listed other outcome measures such as information
transmission to farmers and farmer profits. We realized early on, prior to the start of the intervention,
that it would be infeasible to look for impacts on these outcomes and decided not to collect these data.14
While our final survey did not contain questions on information transmission or farm profits, we did not
think to update the pre-analysis plan to update our list of outcomes based on the final survey protocol.
The timeline of events is as follows. In early 2014, the Ministry of Agriculture provided us a list of the
names of all the supervisors and AEAs working in the 180 ALATs. From this information, we knew
which were the large ALATs (those with one supervisor and at least two permanent AEAs). In March
2014, the supervisors of the 46 large ALATs were contacted to choose which AEAs they would like
to prioritize for receiving a phone with the objective of expanding effort in service to farmers. Later in
14 Several

factors dissuaded us from attempting to measure profits and farmer knowledge. First, the farmer phone survey
needed to be quick and asking about profits would have taken too long. Second, profits are quite variable and we would not
have had power to estimate an impact on them with precision. Third, the timing of the agricultural season, of phone rollout, and of the farmer surveys did not allow for measurable effects on profits. Finally, Paraguayan agriculture is diverse and
conversations with the Ministry of Agriculture did not yield a well-defined piece of information that would be relevant across
the entire country to test for effects on farmer knowledge.
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March, we conducted the randomization of ALATs and AEAs into the different treatment groups. In early
May 2014, we were given lists of the names and phone numbers of farmers served by each supervisor and
AEA. We also then found out which individuals on our original list were no longer employed as AEAs.
The first wave of phones was distributed to the AEAs between May and July, 2014. These phones were
given to AEAs in cells B and D (all AEAs in the 100% coverage ALATs) and cell E (selected AEAs in the
50% coverage ALATs) as well as a randomly chosen third of AEAs in the small ALATs. After the first
wave of phones was distributed, we conducted the first round of farmer phone surveys from July through
September 2014 and the AEA survey during September 2014. We treat AEA characteristics such as sex,
age, and the personality indices as being fixed. On the other hand, we treat variables such as the AEAs’
perceptions of whether their supervisors know where they are during the working week as potentially
being affected by the roll-out of the phones. After completing the first round of surveying, the second
wave of phones was distributed in February and March of 2015. These phones were given to the AEAs
in cell F (the remaining AEAs who were not selected in the 50% coverage ALATs) as well as another
randomly chosen third of AEAs in the small ALATs. We then conducted a second round of farmer phone
surveys in April and May of 2015.
The ministry did not give any phones to AEAs who were not on our randomized list. There were a few
cases in which phones broke or sick AEAs were not able to pick up their phones. For this reason, we
look at intent-to-treat (ITT) estimates using the initial random assignment.
Sample Balance and Attrition The original list of names we were given in early 2014 included 268
AEAs and 176 supervisors. There are three sources of attrition from this original list. First, just before
the start of the intervention in mid-2014, 219 of the AEAs and 148 of the supervisors were still employed
by the ministry. Second, we received lists of farmer names and phone numbers for 195 of the AEAs and
132 of the supervisors still working with the ministry. Finally, we have full survey information on 176 of
the AEAs and 117 of the supervisors, which makes up our final sample. The original list of AEAs and
supervisors spread across 46 large ALATs (with 180 AEAs) and 134 small ALATs (with 88 AEAs) and.
After attrition, our final sample involves 134 AEAs in large ALATs and 42 AEAs in small ALATs.
Figure A1 gives more detailed information on attrition across the treatment groups for the three stages of
attrition. In Table A1, we look at whether attrition of AEAs is correlated with treatment, whether attrition
is correlated with AEA characteristics, and whether attrition of AEAs with different characteristics is balanced across the treatment groups. For the full sample, we are limited to looking at those characteristics
we know from the electoral rolls for all AEAs: their age, sex, and political affiliation. We do not find any
differential attrition across the groups either overall, or of AEAs with different characteristics. There is
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suggestive evidence that younger AEAs and those with higher plasticity are more likely to attrit, but this
is balanced across the treatment groups.
The median AEA in our data listed the phone numbers of 52 farmers with whom he or she worked. Panel
A of Table A2 does not find any significant imbalance in the number of farmer phone numbers reported
by each AEA across the treatment arms in the large ALATs. In the small ALATs, AEAs who received
phones in the first wave reported fewer farmer phone numbers.
In each round of farmer phone surveys we called a random subsample of the farmers listed by the AEAs.
We did not call all farmers listed, calling 2,599 farmers in the first round and 2,606 in the second round for
the 176 AEAs who made it to our final sample.15 Of those, 68% led to completed surveys.16 Conditional
on completing the survey, 70% of farmers confirmed that the AEA that had provided their number worked
with them and thus were asked more detailed questions about their interactions with that AEA.17 This
leads to 2,477 phone surveys for AEAs (and 1347 phone surveys for supervisors) in our final sample.
Panel B of Table A2 shows that attrition from a farmer being on our to-call list to making it to our final
sample is balanced across the treatment arms.
Table 1 presents sample means and a randomization check of the cell phone assignment for various AEA
characteristics. The table shows differences between the different treatment groups and the control group
for the large and small ALATs separately. Overall, the average AEA age is 38, and 71% of AEAs are
male. The AEAs were able to recall an average of 5.3 digits in the digit span memory test.18 The average
distance between the AEA’s office and the farmers he visits is 12 kilometers. Overall, Table 1 suggest
that treatment is balanced.19

6

Results

Effects of Increased Monitoring on Performance In Table 2, we estimate how much more likely it is
that farmers of treated AEAs are visited in the week preceding the phone survey. In columns (1) through
15 We

also called 1294 and 1292 farmers in the first and second rounds for the 117 supervisors in our final sample.
18% of cases, we reached voice mail on all five tries, 7% of cases were wrong numbers, 4% were out-of service phone
numbers, and 2% of farmers did not agree to complete the survey.
17 We first asked the farmers to talk about any AEAs with whom they worked. We only mentioned the AEA name we had
on record if either the farmer worked with an AEA whose name he couldn’t remember or if he did not list the name of the
AEA we had on record unprompted.
18 For the digit span test, the enumerator read a number out loud and requested the AEA recite it back. The first number
was two digits long and the enumerator increased the number of digits until the AEA could no longer recall a number correctly
on both of two chances.
19 We also find the treatment to be balanced across a set of ALAT-level characteristics from the population census, agricultural census, and the 2013 presidential elections. These results are available upon request.
16 In
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(3), our estimation sample includes farmers corresponding to AEAs in both small and large ALATs,
excluding those randomized into the 50% treatment ALATs (cells E and F). In column (1), we present
the estimates including only intercepts for small ALATs and survey round. In column (2), we add a set of
basic controls (e.g., age and sex), and in column (3), we further augment the specification to include the
Big 5 personality meta-traits and digit span. In column (4), we exclude small ALATs in a specification
mirroring that of column (3).
We find that monitoring increases farmer visits. Farmers assigned to treated AEAs are six percentage
points more likely to have been visited than farmers assigned to untreated AEAs, an increase of 22%
over the control group. As expected due to the random assignment of treatment, the estimated impact
varies little when we add controls.20 Results are also similar between large and small ALATs. Overall,
the demographic and personality-based controls have little predictive power.21
Supervisors are responsible for both supervising the AEAs in their ALAT and serving their own farmers.
In column (5), we test the impact of the phone on supervisors’ visits to farmers. This column includes
all supervisors in our sample other than those in the 50% treatment large ALATs. We find a small and
insignificant impact (point estimate = -0.008; clustered standard error = 0.035). This suggests that the
impact of the phone is related to the greater monitoring ability it gives supervisors and not to productivityenhancing functions of the phone. In our AEA survey, AEAs were asked whether they agreed that their
supervisor usually knows where they are during the work week. As a further check, we see in column (6)
that having a phone significantly increased the extent to which AEAs agreed with this statement.
While treatment led to more visits, this does not by itself imply that the AEAs were more productive or
exerted more effort. AEAs could simply be making more but shorter visits. In column (7), we estimate
the effect of the phone on the length of visits. The point estimate is not statistically significant and
suggests that treated AEAs spent only one percent less time (approximately one minute) on each visit.
In column (8), we investigate treatment effect on other dimensions of AEA performance. We use the first
polychoric principal component of three indicators of farmer satisfaction: 1) how satisfied the farmer is
with the AEA (1=not at all, 2=somewhat, 3=very); 2) whether the farmer reported that the AEA conducted a helpful training session; 3) whether the farmer reported that the AEA was not helpful at all
(indicator is 1 where there is no such report). We find that the additional monitoring improved performance along these dimensions as well: the treatment improved aggregate performance by 0.145 of a
20 In

a previous version of the paper, available upon request, we showed that our findings throughout the paper are robust to
using wild cluster bootstrap and randomization inference p-values, which help account for the small number of ALATs under
study.
21 In results not shown here we look at short and long-run impacts of the phones (using the first and second rounds of farmer
phone surveys), and find that they are quite similar. The impact of the phones does not diminish over time.
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standard deviation (clustered standard error = 0.079).
The data we collected does not allow us to test whether the treatment affected farmer output. The government does, however, have data on farmer production collected by the AEAs prior to the intervention
in their “Registry of Assisted Agricultural Families.” We merge this data on pre-intervention production
with our data on farmer visits for the control AEAs and find that an AEA visit is associated with an
increase in log revenue of 0.216 (robust standard error = 0.117). If AEA visits are a statistical surrogate
for farmer revenue (Athey et al., 2019), our experimental estimates suggest that better monitoring may
have increased farmer revenue by roughly 1.4 percent.
Do Supervisors Have Useful Information? We investigate the value of the information held by supervisors using a simple difference-in-differences estimator for the large ALATs. We compare the performance of AEAs who were selected and received the phone with the performance of those who were
selected but did not receive the phone, net of the difference in performance between those who were not
selected and received the phone and those who were not selected and did not receive the phone. Results
from Table 3 show selected AEAs increased the share of farmers visited by approximately 15 pp when
treated, accounting for the entire average effect of the phone. This effect reflects a 58% increase relative
to selected AEAs in the control group who visited farmers somewhat less frequently than non-selected
AEAs.
Spillover and Hawthorne Effects The results in Table 3 suggest that supervisors have useful information about which AEAs would respond most to monitoring treatment. However, because supervisors are
also involved in using the technology, several issues remain. First, the theory we laid out in Section 3
suggests a straightforward mapping of treatment effects to aggregate effects by precluding the existence
of spillovers that could arise if supervisors are simultaneously reallocating effort. Fortunately, our design
allows for a direct test of this assumption by comparing AEAs in the 50% treatment ALATs to those
where all AEAs were either treated or untreated.
In particular, AEAs in control cell C and 50% treatment cell F were both not-selected and did not receive
phones in the first wave. However, the coworkers of AEAs in cell F were treated, allowing us to identify
a spillover effect in the first round of phone surveys. Similarly, AEAs in cells B and E were both selected
and treated in the first wave, but the coworkers of AEAs in cell E were not treated in the first wave.
In column (1) of Table 4, we add the observations from cells E and F to our sample and augment the
specification from column (2) in Table 3 with indicators for cells E and F in wave 1. In the presence of
spillovers, AEAs in cell F should respond differently from untreated AEAs in cell C (the former have
treated coworkers and the latter do not), and AEAs in cell E should respond differently from treated
15

AEAs in cell B (the former have untreated coworkers and the latter do not). We fail to reject that either
of these coefficients are different from zero.
These results suggest that supervisors are not reallocating effort to some AEAs at the expense of others.
However, two issues remain. First, supervisors may put more effort into monitoring the selected and
treated AEAs in order to validate their selection to their superiors. In this case, our estimates would not
be causal effects of the monitoring technology and instead reflect Hawthorne effects. Second, supervisors
may have specifically selected AEAs whom they disliked and, if treated, used the cell phone to harass
them. In this case, the estimates can still be interpreted as causal but not as reflective of supervisors having
information about permanent AEA traits. We find both of these alternative interpretations unlikely for
three reasons.
First, since we do not find evidence of spillovers due to a reallocation of effort, the existence of a
Hawthorne effect would imply that supervisors are exerting more effort overall. This would in turn lead
the average monitoring effects to be larger in large ALATs than small ALATs where no selection took
place and the signaling motive is absent. Column (2) of Table 4 shows we cannot reject that treatment
effects are similar across small and large ALATs. If anything, the treatment effect is slightly larger in the
small ALATs.22
Second, AEAs were asked how many times per week they spoke with their supervisor by phone or in
person. If supervisors were applying differential pressure on the selected AEAs (either to validate their
selections or to harass AEAs they do not like), then we would expect that the selected and treated AEAs
interact more often with their supervisor. We do not find any evidence that this is the case when using
either the number of phone calls in the last week (column (3) in Table 4) or number of live interactions
(column (4)). In other words, treatment does not drive the selected to be under any more or less scrutiny.23
Third, if effort effects were present, then we might expect them to be more pronounced in the 50%
coverage treatment arm (where supervisors’ selection rule was enforced) relative to the 100% coverage
treatment. Alternatively, one could conjecture that the effort effects would be less pronounced in the 50%
coverage treatment arm if, for instance, supervisors in the 100% coverage treatment felt slighted. These
possibilities lack empirical support. Column (1) in Table 4 indicates that effects in round 1 are similar
for selected AEAs across the two treatment arms.
22 The

point estimates do not change when we drop controls for AEA characteristics, which suggests no systematic differences in AEA traits across small vs. large ALATs.
23 Two additional facts speak against a harassment story. First, our AEA survey elicited the frequency of non-work-related
social interactions between AEAs and supervisors. We find no evidence that supervisors select AEAs with whom they have
less frequent social interactions, as one might expect if antipathy drives selection. Second, if some supervision takes place even
without phones, a harassment interpretation would predict that the selected in the control group are under stronger scrutiny
and, all else equal, perform better. The coefficients on the Selected variable in Table 3 do not support this prediction.
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In sum, we find strong evidence that the phones increase AEA effort and that supervisors possess useful
information regarding which AEAs’ performance will improve most after receiving a phone. This indicates that in the absence of enough phones to treat all AEAs, or in a setting in which some agents react
negatively to treatment, it may be valuable to decentralize to supervisors the assignment of phones. This
begs the question of what characteristics the supervisors used to create their prioritized list and whether
this is information analysts could hope to obtain. The next subsection answers these questions.
Heterogeneous Treatment Effects Columns (1) and (2) of Table 5, report a probit to predict selection
using observable AEA characteristics. Supervisors selected AEAs who were younger, married, and had
to travel longer distances to visit their farmers. Supervisors were more likely to select AEAs with lower
levels of the Big-5 Stability meta-trait. Individuals with higher stability scores may be more likely to stay
motivated and have better relationships with their supervisors without extra monitoring technologies.
We also find that supervisors in large ALATs, all but one of whom are registered with the incumbent
political party, are significantly less likely to place AEAs registered with the incumbent party under
increased monitoring. This either suggests that supervisors are acting non-benevolently, or that party
affiliation predicts response to treatment.
Despite our rich data, we cannot predict precisely how supervisors select: the highest pseudo R2 is only
18.5%. Unobservable determinants may reflect supervisor knowledge of AEA responsiveness (reflecting
η) or supervisor preferences (reflecting ψ), which we will explore exploiting our research design.
In columns (3) to (5) of Table 5, we present a series of second stage estimates based on Equation 4.24
In column (3), we present a specification without any additional controls or interaction terms, whereas
in columns (4) and (5) we include additional controls along with their interactions with the treatment
indicator. For columns (4) and (5), the first stage regressions are the ones presented in columns (1) and
(2).
Because no controls were included in column (3), the coefficient on the inverse Mills ratio interacted with
treatment in that column parallels the findings from Table 3 that supervisors are selecting individuals who
respond more strongly to treatment.
The inverse Mills ratio continues to positively predict responsiveness to treatment (as measured by the
coefficient on the interaction of the inverse Mills ratio with the treatment indicator) with the inclusion
of AEA observables and their interaction with the inverse Mills ratio. This is direct evidence that the
unobservable drivers of supervisor selection are on balance productive.
24 Similar

results (available upon request) obtain when including the 50% coverage ALATs.
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Along observable dimensions, predictors of selection do not seem to correspond to predictors of response
to treatment. For example, performing worse on the digit span test predicts higher response to treatment
but is not a strong predictor of being selected. On the other hand, both age and party affiliation are
strongly predictive of being selected. However, neither are strongly predictive of response to treatment
after the inclusion of cognitive controls. These results imply that if the central government has access to
some of these observable characteristics, and knows which observable characteristics are correlated with
responsiveness to treatment, then the central government can target treatment despite not having access
to the same information as the supervisors.

7

Counterfactuals

In this section, we apply our heterogeneous treatment effects model to compute counterfactuals under alternative selection rules. This allows us to assess the benefits of decentralization relative to centralization
under different informational assumptions.
We define the aggregate benefit of the technology under an arbitrary counterfactual selection rule DCF
i :
∆Y

CF

Z

=

CF
E{β |DCF
i = 1, Xi }Pr{Di = 1|Xi }dFX

(5)

CF
As we did with supervisors, we write our arbitrary selection rule as a threshold problem, DCF
i (Xi , ui ) =
CF
CF
1[Γ0CF X i + uCF
i ≥ c ]. Because we have not made any distributional assumptions about ui , this does
not impose additional assumptions.25 Combining a selection rule DCF with our treatment effect estimates
CF to obtain counterfactual benefits ∆Y CF and correspondof E{βi |DCF
i = 1, Xi }, we vary the threshold c
ing roll-out scale m = Pr{DCF
i = 1}, the unconditional probability of being chosen.

Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 3 trace out the benefits under different roll-out scales and selection rules.
The simplest rule to consider is random allocation, represented by the straight dotted line, which corresponds to an uninformed principal who does not have any information on how to target roll-out. Because
selection is unrelated to AEA characteristics, equation (5) reduces to ∆Y CF = m · AT E.
In contrast, the supervisor’s selection rule recovered by the probit outperforms random assignment, represented in Figure 3(a) by the solid curve labeled “Supervisor Preference.” The index Γ0 Xi from the
probit regressions in Table 5 yields Pr{DSi = 1|X i } = Φ( σ1u (Γ0 X i − cCF )), and the average treatment ef25 Note

that the assumed cost cCF is not directly observable, and the threshold problem is not a unique representation of the
selection rule—any monotonic transformation of the latent index and cCF will yield the same choices. However, we are not
CF
CF
trying to directly obtain either of these objects. We only predict the consequences Pr{DCF
i = 1|Xi , c } and E{βi |Di = 1, Xi },
CF
which map into the scale of roll-out m and the aggregate counterfactual impact ∆Y .
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fect conditional on being selected is given by E βi |DSi = 1, Xi = β 0 Xi + λ DSi , Xi , cCF . Like random
assignment, the curve must cross the origin (no impact with no roll-out) and must hit the ATE of 0.064 at
full roll-out. The curve must also be consistent with the estimate in Table 3, which shows that treatment
effects are larger for AEAs selected by their supervisor. The supervisor selection curve crosses 0.070
at 53.8% roll-out, which corresponds to the share of AEAs that received the phones under the actual
research design. All other points in the curve are obtained by varying the roll-out scale, which changes
the relevant observables Xi and the Mills ratio expression. Thus, the shape of the curve tracing decentralized treatment impact is affected by the variation in observables driving selection and by our normality
assumptions.
The supervisor treatment impact peaks at a roll-out of 77% and then declines. Our model admits the
possibility that treatment effects are negative (ρ < 0), and the result is consistent with the findings in de
Rochambeau (2017), who shows that the introduction of a monitoring device for truck drivers in Liberia
lowered the productivity of the intrinsically motivated. One advantage of reduced roll-out scales under
decentralization is to avoid treating agents for whom treatment backfires.
What underlies the informational advantage of the supervisor? A supervisor has knowledge of characteristics Xi that are observable to the analyst, and of characteristics ηi that are unobservable to the analyst.
We assess the contribution of the supervisor’s knowledge of unobservables by plotting effects setting

λ = 0 and thus E βi |DSi = 1, Xi = E {βi |Xi }. The effects shown in Figure 3(a) in the dash-dot curve
lie above but close to the effects shown in the random assignment line. This suggests that most of the
supervisor’s informational advantage is driven by access to information that would likely be hard for a
centralized authority to collect.
Giving Centralization A Chance Centralized authorities may not be able to obtain information on ηi .
However, they may be able to collect basic information on Xi and use it well. In this section, we consider
three alternative counterfactuals varying the level of information available to the central authority.
The first counterfactual corresponds to a minimally-informed principal who allocates phones to the
AEAs who have to travel the farthest in order to visit their farmers. This requires information on just
one observable AEA characteristic. The second counterfactual involves a partially-informed principal
who can gather information on all AEA characteristics in Xi and map them onto baseline productivity
data for a sub-sample with productivity data. This principal would regress the share of farmers visited
in the baseline on AEA characteristics Xi . From this, she would then compute each AEA’s expected
productivity based on his observable traits. Given this information, the principal would assign cell phones
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starting with the AEAs who have the lowest predicted productivity.26 The third counterfactual assumes a
sophisticated principal with the capability to conduct a pilot experiment at a low roll-out level in order to
establish a mapping between AEA observable characteristics Xi and response to treatment. This principal
would regress productivity on characteristics Xi , treatment ti , and a full set of interactions between them.
Then the principal would construct an assignment rule DCF
i (Xi ) allocating phones to AEAs predicted to
have the highest response to treatment.
We compare these three counterfactuals in Figure 3b. The minimally-informed principal who only knows
distance traveled generally outperforms random assignment (a 2.0 p.p. advantage at 50 percent coverage),
but she cannot beat the supervisor at any roll-out level. However, the partially-informed and sophisticated
principals dominate decentralization at virtually all levels of roll-out.27 While this conclusion may be
context specific, it does suggest that principals who wisely use information that is standard in many
employment settings can bridge the information gap.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we study an initiative by the federal government in Paraguay to introduce a new monitoring
device that enables supervisors to track their agricultural extension agents. We show that the devices
induce higher agent effort and that supervisors have valuable information about which agents should be
monitored. In addition, we show how the aggregate value of that information varies depending on the
share of agents that can be covered with the new technology. We develop an approach to trace out the
total treatment effect of the intervention at all levels of roll-out, and compare decentralized assignment
against centralized criteria predicated on different data requirements that the central authorities could
meet.
Overall our findings suggest that the benefits of decentralization will decrease as information and communication technologies continue to improve. Although studies have shown that innovation in information
technologies can lead to more decentralization (Bloom et al., 2014; Bresnahan et al., 2002), our findings
26 If

the principal had baseline productivity measures for all AEAs, she could base phone assignment on actual rather than
predicted productivity. We cannot estimate this counterfactual because we do not have baseline data from treated AEAs before
they received phones.
27 In these exercises, we use our core experimental sample to both estimate coefficients and plot treatment impact. In reality
the principal may have access to data on a smaller sample than that for which she wants to estimate MTEs, especially in the
“sophisticated” case where she may run a small pilot to obtain coefficients and then extrapolate predictions to a much larger
set of agents. If this is the case, predictions will incorporate sampling error which we abstract from. An alternative approach
would be to split our sample, estimating coefficients in one subsample and predicting MTEs on another. We choose to keep
a single sample to preserve power in light of the fact that our main objective is not to compare sampling errors, but to assess
whether the information on unobservables that supervisors have confers an unassailable advantage.
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suggest the opposite may occur if new technologies reduce the information gap between principals and
agents.
While our specific findings may not be generalizable, our method can be exported to other settings in
which spillovers across treatment units are minimal. Future research should extend our framework to
incorporate spillovers into the decentralization calculus.
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Figure 1: Optimal Roll-Out and the Value of Information
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The y-axis shows the total treatment effect at different scales of roll-out m depending on whether
treatment assignment is random (straight solid line) or ordered by treating more responsive types first
(dashed curve - the idealized decentralized allocation). Optimal decentralized roll-out equates MTEs
with marginal costs of treatment, and is m∗ (m0 ) when marginal cost of treatment is c (c0 ). Optimal
roll-out under random assignment is either 100% when marginal cost of treatment is below ATE (panel
a) or 0% when the opposite holds (panel b). In both cases, decentralization attains higher net-of-cost
impact, but fully realizing this gain requires knowledge of MTEs.

Figure 2: Experimental Design
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Round: t=1

50%
11 ALATs
40 AEAs

E

Round 1: t=1
Round 2: t=1

Control
18 AEAs

Wave 1
10 AEAs

Wave 2
14 AEAs

Round 1: t=0
Round 2: t=0

Round 1: t=1
Round 2: t=1

Round 1: t=0
Round 2: t=1

F

Round 1: t=0
Round 2: t=1

“Wave” corresponds to cell-phone roll-out waves and “Round” to farmer survey rounds conducted after
each wave. AEA treatment status (t) is shown in each survey round. Cells A through D constitute our
main sample for analysis. The numbers of ALATs and AEAs reflect attrition.
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Figure 3: Effects under Different Allocation Rules and Roll-out Scales
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0

.2

.4
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Fraction with cell phone

.8

Random Assignment
Supervisor Preference (w/o Unobservables)
Supervisor Preference

1

.2

.4
.6
Fraction with cell phone

.8

1

Random Assignment
Supervisor Preference
Prioritize by Distance
Prediction (Basic and Cognitive Controls)
Sophisticated Prediction

The y-axis shows the total treatment effect at different scales of roll-out under different assignment rules. Under Random Assignment, treatment is assigned
to AEAs randomly. Under Supervisor Preference (w/o Unobservables), supervisors select AEAs based purely on observable AEA characteristics. Under
Supervisor Preference, supervisors select AEAs based on all the information they have. Under Prioritize by Distance, treatment is assigned first to those
AEAs whose beneficiaries live farther from the local ALAT office. Under Prediction (Basic and Cognitive Controls), the observable characteristics of the
control group are used to predict baseline performance and AEAs who are predicted to be the worst performers are prioritized. Under Sophisticated
Prediction, the principal runs a pilot experiment to establish a map between treatment response and observables, and then prioritizes AEAs predicted to have
the highest treatment response.

Table 1: AEA Summary Statistics
Large ALATs

Male
Age
Married
Average Distance
Incumbent Party
Digit Span
Big 5 — Stability
Big 5 — Plasticity
Num AEAs
Num ALATs

Small ALATs

Ctrl

Diff
(T100-C)

Diff
(T50-C)

Ctrl

Diff
(Wave 1-C)

Diff
(Wave 2-C)

0.750
[0.436]
37.838
[10.815]
0.441
[0.500]
12.678
[9.206]
0.559
[0.500]
5.191
[1.069]
-0.057
[1.126]
-0.140
[1.111]

-0.135
(0.133)
4.393*
(2.572)
0.059
(0.087)
-1.355
(1.717)
-0.020
(0.147)
0.270
(0.252)
0.112
(0.236)
0.325
(0.210)

-0.275***
(0.095)
0.912
(3.446)
0.084
(0.098)
3.741
(2.673)
0.091
(0.137)
-0.216
(0.191)
0.034
(0.202)
0.247
(0.234)

0.611
[0.502]
36.889
[11.386]
0.278
[0.461]
10.425
[8.410]
0.611
[0.502]
5.333
[0.840]
-0.083
[1.126]
-0.496
[1.208]

0.189
(0.168)
-2.789
(4.346)
0.022
(0.177)
3.270
(3.718)
-0.011
(0.199)
0.067
(0.410)
0.365
(0.440)
0.601
(0.447)

0.103
(0.171)
2.254
(3.998)
0.079
(0.161)
3.074
(3.764)
0.032
(0.167)
0.524
(0.349)
0.331
(0.324)
0.793**
(0.360)

68
22

26
11

40
11

18
17

10
10

14
13

Control group means are reported in columns (1) and (4). Mean differences between control and treatment arms reported in
columns (2), (3), (5), and (6). Columns (1)–(3) report statistics for “Large” ALATs and columns (4)–(6) report statistics for
“Small” ALATs. Standard deviations are reported in square brackets, and standard errors clustering by ALAT are reported
in parentheses, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 2: Average Effects of Receiving a Cell Phone on Productivity
Farmer was visited in the last week

Supervisor
knows

Log length of
meeting (mins)

PCA

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Treated

0.0656∗∗
(0.0307)

0.0633∗∗
(0.0262)

0.0626∗∗
(0.0264)

0.0569∗
(0.0305)

-0.00753
(0.0351)

0.185∗
(0.103)

-0.00959
(0.0589)

0.131∗
(0.0708)

Selected

0.0111
(0.0327)

0.0150
(0.0271)

0.0173
(0.0289)

0.0109
(0.0291)

-0.0799
(0.138)

-0.0335
(0.0365)

-0.0728
(0.0649)

AEA
0.271
0.005
1842
136
71
X

AEA
0.271
0.012
1842
136
71
X
X

AEA
0.271
0.013
1842
136
71
X
X
X

AEA
0.274
0.012
1584
94
33

AEA
4.593
0.199

AEA
4.414
0.012
1819
136
71
X
X
X

AEA
-0.042
0.017
1838
136
71
X
X
X

Servicer
Mean of Control Dep. Var
R2
Number of Phone Surveys
Number of AEAs
Number of ALATs
Includes Small ALATs
Basic Controls
Cognitive Controls

X
X

Supervisor
0.308
0.032
1173
107
107
X
X
X

126
65
X
X
X
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Outcomes in columns except (6) are from the farmer phone survey. The outcome in column (6) is from the AEA survey. Columns (1)–(3) and (7)-(8) include
farmers assigned to AEAs in large and small ALATs, column (4) limits analysis to farmers assigned to AEAs in large ALATs only, and column (5) limits analysis
to farmers assigned to supervisors. All columns exclude the 50% treatment group large ALATs. The outcome in columns (1)–(5) is whether the farmer reported
being visited by the AEA in the last week. The outcome in column (6) is an index from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly Agree”) measuring whether
the AEA agreed with the statement that their supervisor usually knows where they are during the work week. The outcome in column (8) is the first polychoric
principal component from measures of farmer satisfaction, the farmer having received training, and the farmer feeling that the AEA is useful. The number of
observations in columns (6)-(8) is slightly lower than that in the first three columns due to missing outcome variables. All regressions include an indicator for
survey round and all except column (4) include an indicator for small ALATs. Basic controls include male, age, married, average AEA distance from farmers, and
incumbent party. Cognitive controls include digit span, big 5 stability, and big 5 plasticity. Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the ALAT level, ∗ p < 0.10,
∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table 3: The Informational Advantage

Table 4: Spillovers and Changes in Supervisor Effort

Farmer visited
(1)

(2)

Treated

-0.0233
(0.0433)

-0.0361
(0.0377)

Treated × Selected

0.142∗∗
(0.0582)

Selected
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Mean of Control Dep. Var
R2
Number of Phone Surveys
Number of AEAs
Number of ALATs
Includes Basic Controls
Includes Cognitive Controls

Farmer visited

Supervisor
called

Supervisor
met

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Treated

-0.0241
(0.0365)

0.0580∗
(0.0293)

0.0935
(0.458)

0.769∗∗
(0.376)

0.154∗∗∗
(0.0503)

Treated × Selected

0.107∗∗
(0.0475)

-0.428
(0.675)

-0.566
(0.489)

-0.0332
(0.0363)

-0.0409
(0.0282)

Treated × Small

0.274
0.009
1584
94
33

0.274
0.018
1584
94
33
X
X

0.0171
(0.0289)

0.331
(0.473)

0.435
(0.390)

-0.0112
(0.0455)

0.369
(0.401)

-0.581
(0.352)

0.271
0.014
1842
136
71
X

3.446
0.111

4.141
0.146

127
67
X

127
67
X

X

X

X

Outcome variable is whether the farmer reported being visited
by the AEA in the last week. The analysis sample is restricted
to the large ALATs in the control and 100% treatment arms.
Both regressions include an indicator for survey round. Basic controls include male, age, married, average AEA distance
from farmers, and incumbent party. Cognitive controls include
digit span, big 5 stability, and big 5 plasticity. Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the ALAT level, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

0.0302
(0.0738)

F1

-0.0137
(0.0490)

E1

0.0534
(0.0605)

Selected

-0.0465
(0.0377)

Small

Mean of Control Dep. Var
R2
Number of Phone Surveys
Number of AEAs
Number of ALATs
Includes Small ALATs
Includes 50% Treatment ALATs
Includes Basic and Cognitive Controls

0.277
0.012
2228
134
44
X
X

Outcome variable in columns (1) and (2) is whether the farmer reported being visited by the AEA in the last week.
Outcome variables in columns (3) and (4) are from the AEA survey and measure how many times a week the AEA
talks on the phone with and meets in person with their supervisor. Column (1) includes observations from all large
ALATs. E1 and F1 are indicators for whether the farmer was called in the first round of the phone survey and works
with an AEA in treatment cell E or F. Column (2) adds the small ALATs and excludes the 50% treatment large
ALATs. All regressions include an indicator for survey round. Basic controls include male, age, married, average
AEA distance from farmers, and incumbent party. Cognitive controls include digit span, big 5 stability, and big 5
plasticity. Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the ALAT level, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Table 5: Selection and Effect Heterogeneity on Observables and Unobservables
AEA was selected
(1)

(2)

Farmer was visited in the last week
(3)

(4)

(5)

Main Effects
Inverse Mills Ratio

-0.0207
(0.0225)

-0.0188
(0.0158)

-0.0158
(0.0158)

Average Treatment Effect

0.0616∗
(0.0346)

0.0585∗∗
(0.0255)

0.0639∗∗
(0.0280)

Main Effects

Interactions with Treatment
0.0880∗∗
(0.0362)

Inverse Mills Ratio

0.0640∗∗∗
(0.0217)

0.0636∗∗
(0.0250)

Male

-0.519
(0.349)

-0.511
(0.395)

-0.0208
(0.0508)

-0.00389
(0.0664)

Age

-0.0361∗∗
(0.0181)

-0.0373∗∗
(0.0170)

-0.00334
(0.00311)

-0.00524
(0.00350)

Married

0.863∗
(0.459)

0.791∗
(0.441)

-0.0839
(0.0605)

-0.0941∗
(0.0521)

Average Distance to Farmers (log)

0.331∗
(0.173)

0.318
(0.197)

0.101
(0.0675)

0.104
(0.0774)

Incumbent Party

-0.808∗∗
(0.359)

-0.840∗∗
(0.367)

-0.0812∗∗
(0.0384)

-0.0695
(0.0477)

Digit Span

-0.111
(0.142)

-0.0638∗∗
(0.0274)

Big5 — Stability

-0.234∗
(0.124)

-0.0379
(0.0488)

Big5 — Plasticity

0.122
(0.154)

0.0349
(0.0253)

(Pseudo)-R2
p-value for Observable Interactions
Number of Phone Surveys
Number of AEAs
Number of ALATs
Basic Controls
Cognitive Controls

0.159

0.185

0.009

94
33

94
33

1584
94
33

0.023
0.031
1584
94
33
X

0.028
0.001
1584
94
33
X
X

Columns (1)-(2) show probit regressions at the AEA level; the dependent variable is whether the AEA was selected by their
supervisor. Coefficients on the controls are shown. Columns (3)-(5) show OLS regressions at the farmer level; the dependent
variable is whether the farmer reported being visited by the AEA in the last week. Coefficients on the controls interacted with
treatment are shown. Uninteracted controls are included but coefficients omitted for space. The inverse Mills ratio in column
(3) is computed without any covariates. The inverse Mills ratios in columns (4) and (5) use coefficients from regressions in
columns (1) and (2), respectively. The analysis sample is restricted to the large ALATs in the control and 100% treatment arms.
Regressions in (3)-(5) include an indicator for survey round. Basic controls include male, age, married, average AEA distance
from farmers, and incumbent party. Cognitive controls include digit span, big 5 stability, and big 5 plasticity. Standard errors
in parentheses clustered at the ALAT level, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A1: AEA Attrition Analysis
Non-missing
Large ALATs
(1)
(2)
Treat 1
Treat 2

-0.00440
(0.085)
-0.00651
(0.104)

Male × Treat 1
Male × Treat 2
Age × Treat 1
Age × Treat 2
Incumbent Party × Treat 1
Incumbent Party × Treat 2

-0.0945
(0.402)
0.279
(0.330)
-0.106
(0.205)
-0.0651
(0.189)
0.00454
(0.008)
-0.00895
(0.009)
-0.119
(0.143)
0.109
(0.175)

Non-missing, conditional on employment

Small ALATs
(3)
(4)
-0.0597
(0.140)
-0.0627
(0.122)

-0.0590
(0.679)
-0.347
(0.457)
0.227
(0.363)
0.174
(0.292)
-0.00638
(0.012)
0.00439
(0.010)
0.123
(0.306)
0.000438
(0.246)

Large ALATs
(5)
(6)
0.00591
(0.061)
-0.0444
(0.080)

Married × Treat 1
Married × Treat 2
Digit Span × Treat 1
Digit Span × Treat 2
Big 5 Stability × Treat 1
Big 5 Stability × Treat 2
Big 5 Plasticity × Treat 1
Big 5 Plasticity × Treat 2
Basic Controls
Cognitive Controls
p-value of F-test
N

X
0.99
180

0.92
180

X
0.85
88

0.97
88

0.82
158

-0.580
(0.408)
-0.0848
(0.424)
0.0809
(0.172)
0.115
(0.171)
0.00521
(0.005)
0.00103
(0.005)
-0.140
(0.162)
0.0525
(0.169)
0.0873
(0.119)
-0.0936
(0.109)
0.0565
(0.045)
-0.00835
(0.073)
-0.0485
(0.042)
-0.00834
(0.030)
0.0573
(0.061)
0.0514
(0.035)
X
X
0.62
146

Small ALATs
(7)
(8)
-0.0533
(0.153)
-0.0533
(0.130)

0.90
61

0.204
(1.149)
-0.129
(0.949)
0.340
(0.394)
0.224
(0.359)
-0.00384
(0.024)
-0.00203
(0.015)
0.668
(0.420)
0.449
(0.388)
-0.484
(0.635)
0.188
(0.474)
-0.0943
(0.179)
-0.00261
(0.162)
0.0105
(0.089)
-0.00623
(0.082)
0.135
(0.122)
0.00273
(0.107)
X
X
0.30
53

This table tests for differential attrition among the AEAs. In columns (1)-(4), the dependent variable is an indicator for whether an AEA from the
original list made it to our final sample. In columns (5)-(8), the dependent variable is an indicator for whether an AEA, who was still employed
prior to the intervention, made it to our final sample. The independent variable Treat 1 corresponds to the 100% treatment arm in the large ALATs
and wave 1 in the small ALATs. The independent variable Treat 2 corresponds to the 50% treatment arm in the large ALATs and wave 2 in the
small ALATs. In the even columns uninteracted AEA characteristics are included but coefficients omitted for space. The F-test tests the null
hypothesis that the treatment effect and (when appropriate) the interaction terms are jointly zero. Basic controls include male, age, and incumbent
party. Cognitive controls include married, digit span, big 5 stability, and big 5 plasticity. Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the ALAT level,
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table A2: Phone Attrition Analysis
Large ALATs

Small ALATs

N

Ctrl

T100-Ctrl

T50-Ctrl

N

Ctrl

Wave 1-Ctrl

Wave 2-Ctrl

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Panel A:
Phone numbers per AEA

134

49.9

4.795
(7.081)

4.928
(7.251)

42

58.33

-18.53*
(9.178)

2.667
(10.055)

Panel B:
Phone number in final sample

4573

0.489

0.0366
(0.034)

-0.0384
(0.045)

632

0.408

0.0118
(0.100)

-0.00845
(0.060)

Panel A shows AEA-level data. It compares the number of farmer phone numbers reported by each AEA across the treatment arms. Panel B
shows farmer-level data. It compares the share of farmer phone numbers that made it to our final sample across the treatment arms. Standard
errors in parentheses clustered at the ALAT level, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

Figure A1: Study Design
180 ALATs (176
supervisors and 268
AEAs)

134 small and very
small ALATs (130
supervisors and 88
AEAs)

46 large ALATs (46
supervisors and 180
AEAs)

Control (23
supervisors in 23
ALATs; 91 AEAs in 23
ALATs)

100% Coverage (11
supervisors in 11
ALATs; 35 AEAs in 11
ALATs)

50% Coverage (12
supervisors in 12
ALATs; 54 AEAs in 12
ALATs)

Control (44
supervisors in 44
ALATs; 35 AEAs in 33
ALATs)

Wave 1 (45
supervisors in 45
ALATs; 22 AEAs in 21
ALATs)

Wave 2 (41
supervisors in 41
ALATs; 31 AEAs in 27
ALATs)

Still employed (23
supervisors in 23
ALATs; 79 AEAs in 22
ALATs)

Still employed (10
supervisors in 10
ALATs; 30 AEAs in 11
ALATs)

Still employed (12
supervisors in 12
ALATs; 49 AEAs in 12
ALATs)

Still employed (37
supervisors in 37
ALATs; 25 AEAs in 24
ALATs)

Still employed (36
supervisors in 36
ALATs; 15 AEAs in 15
ALATs)

Still employed (30
supervisors in 30
ALATs; 21 AEAs in 17
ALATs)

w/ farmer phone #s
(21 supervisors in 21
ALATs; 73 AEAs in 22
ALATs)

w/ farmer phone #s
(7 supervisors in 7
ALATs; 27 AEAs in 11
ALATs)

w/ farmer phone #s
(11 supervisors in 11
ALATs; 45 AEAs in 12
ALATs)

w/ farmer phone #s
(35 supervisors in 35
ALATs; 20 AEAs in 19
ALATs)

w/ farmer phone #s
(33 supervisors in 33
ALATs; 11 AEAs in 11
ALATs)

w/ farmer phone #s
(25 supervisors in 25
ALATs; 19 AEAs in 17
ALATs)

No missing variables
(20 supervisors in 20
ALATs; 68 AEAs in 22
ALATs)

No missing variables
(7 supervisors in 7
ALATs; 26 AEAs in 11
ALATs)

No missing variables
(10 supervisors in 10
ALATs; 40 AEAs in 11
ALATs)

No missing variables
(29 supervisors in 29
ALATs; 18 AEAs in 17
ALATs)

No missing variables
(29 supervisors in 29
ALATs; 10 AEAs in 10
ALATs)

No missing variables
(22 supervisors in 22
ALATs; 14 AEAs in 13
ALATs)

Columns depicts how AEAs and ALATS were allocated across treatment arms. Rows correspond to different stages of
attrition.
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